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Germinal centers (GC) are an essential part of the humoral immune response. They develop a clear
structure during maturation: Centroblasts and centrocytes are separated into two zones, the dark and the
light zone. The mechanisms leading to this specific morphology as well as the reason for zone-depletion
during a later phase of the GC reaction have not clearly been revealed in experiment. We discuss and
weigh possible mechanisms of dark and light zone development in the framework of two mathematical
models. In a comparative approach we formulate constraints on typical lymphocyte velocities in GCs
which are characteristic for the different proposed mechanisms.
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INTRODUCTION

An important part of the humoral immune response is the

germinal center (GC) reaction. GCs are responsible for an

optimization process of antibodies with respect to a

specific antigen, the affinity maturation process: during

the GC reaction new plasma cells are generated which

secrete antibodies of considerably higher affinity to the

antigen compared to the antibodies encoded by the

originally activated B cells.

The GC reaction is initiated by antigen-activated B-cells

that migrate into the follicle system. Here, they start to

proliferate in the environment of follicular dendritic cells

(FDCs). The initiation is believed to be of oligoclonal

character, i.e. the number of seeder B-cells is small and of the

order of three (Kroese et al., 1987; Jacob et al., 1991; Liu

et al., 1991; Küppers et al., 1993). After three days of fast

monoclonal expansion—the total number of proliferating

B-cells (centroblasts) reaches about 12,000—a phase of

somatic hypermutation is started (Jacob et al., 1993;

McHeyzer-Williams et al., 1993; Pascual et al., 1994; Han

et al. 1995a). The diversity of encoded antibodies is

enhanced in this way. The centroblasts differentiate into

antibody-presenting centrocytes (Han et al., 1997) and an

apoptotic process is initiated. However, they have the

possibility to get into interaction with the antigen-presenting

FDCs and with T-helper cells. It is believed that this

interaction depends on the affinity of antibody and

antigen, and that those centrocytes which successfully bind

the antigen are rescued from apoptosis (Liu et al., 1989;

Brandtzaeg, 1996; Tew et al., 1997; Hollmann and Gerdes,

1999; Hur et al., 2000; van Eijk et al., 2001). This provides a

more-step selection process (Lindhout et al., 1997) of those

B-cells with high affinity to the antigen. Positively selected

B-cells further differentiate into plasma- and memory-cells

(shortly denoted as output cells). In this way, the answer of

the immune system is optimized with respect to the antigen.

The GC shows a very specific morphology. The

proliferating and mutating centroblasts are collected in

the dark zone. Centrocytes and FDCs build up the light

zone. Such zones have been observed in experiments

(Liu et al., 1991; Camacho et al., 1998). It has previously

been shown that an intermediately appearing dark zone

which is depleted in time is advantageous for affinity

maturation (Meyer-Hermann, 2002a). The total duration

of a GC reaction is about 21 days (Liu et al., 1991; Jacob

et al., 1993; Kelsoe, 1996). Dark zones have been observed

to appear at day 4 and to vanish at day 8 (Camacho et al.,

1998). However, there also exists evidence for dark zones

of longer duration (Liu et al., 1991).

In the present article we discuss and weigh possible

mechanisms that may lead to the dark zone development.

The analysis is based on two previously introduced models

which will be denoted as the signaling model (Meyer-

Hermann, 2002a) and the chemotaxis model (Beyer et al.,

2002), which are shortly recalled in the section

Methods. The 2-dimensional (2D) signaling model is

generalized to 3-dimensions (3D) and the compatibility of
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the results in 2D and 3D is considered in the section

Results. In a second step, the 3D results are compared to

those gained with the 3D chemotaxis model. The concepts

of both models are combined and new possible pathways

for dark zone development are deduced. The results

are evaluated in the section Discussion, where some

pathways are excluded and others favored. Especially,

we will discuss the relevance of cell velocities in GCs

as well as constraints from cell population kinetics.

The above models are up to now the only models allowing

investigation of the origin of dark zones as other

mathematical models of the GC do not include spatial

aspects explicitly (Oprea and Perelson, 1996, 1997;

Rundell et al., 1998; Kesmir and de Boer, 1999; Oprea

et al., 2000; Meyer-Hermann et al., 2001, 2002b).

METHODS

A short description of two previously introduced

mathematical models for the morphological organization

and cell dynamics of the GC (Meyer-Hermann, 2002a;

Beyer et al., 2002) is provided in this section. In both

models, the GC is simulated with a cellular automation

based approach on an equidistant lattice. Both models

include (see Fig. 1)

. centroblast proliferation,

. somatic hypermutation of centroblasts,

. centroblast differentiation to centrocytes,

. centrocyte apoptosis,

. centrocyte-FDC interaction depending on the anti-

body-antigen affinity,

. positive centrocyte selection (inhibition of apoptosis),

. centrocyte recycling to a re-proliferating stage, and

. centrocyte differentiation to plasma- and memory cells.

The affinity of the encoded antibodies to the antigen is

formulated with the well known shape space concept

(Perelson and Oster, 1979). Each type of antibody is

represented on a four-dimensional lattice which is ordered

in such a way, that the affinity to the antigen is quasi

continuously changed between neighboring points.

FIGURE 1 A schematic view on the GC reaction: the differentiation and interaction processes included in both, the signaling and the chemotaxis model
are shown. In addition, a differentiation signal and a chemotactic signal are investigated.
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Somatic hypermutation is represented by a jump to a

neighbor point. The affinity between antibodies on

centrocytes and antigens held on FDCs is modeled by a

Gaussian affinity weight function centered at the optimal

antibody type (Meyer-Hermann et al., 2001).

Both models divide the GC reaction into three phases:

A phase of monoclonal expansion of centroblasts (3 days),

a phase of primary optimization, already including all

above mentioned processes with exception of differen-

tiation into plasma- and memory cells (2 days)

(see Meyer-Hermann, 2002a), and a phase of output

production lasting until the end of the reaction which

differs from the previous phase by the onset of

differentiation to plasma- and memory cells.

The models differ in some spatial aspects corresponding

to different subjects we focused. The signaling model

(Meyer-Hermann, 2002a,b) concentrates on non-local

interactions between FDCs and centroblasts using a

signal molecule which initiates differentiation processes.

The chemotaxis model (Beyer et al., 2002) focuses on

the aspect of cell movement, where a random movement

is superposed to a movement induced by a chemotactic

signal. In the following, the specific properties of both

models are recalled.

The Signaling Model

The GC is simulated on an equidistant cubic lattice with

lattice constant 10mm. This corresponds to the average

cell diameter of B-cells in GCs. The radius of the lattice

varies between 160 and 220mm, corresponding to typical

radii of GCs. Each lattice point can be occupied by exactly

one centroblast, centrocyte, or output cell. All cells

move on the lattice in an undirected and random way.

The diffusion constants are adapted corresponding to

the different diameters of centroblasts and centrocytes

(Kroese et al., 1987; Liu et al., 1994; Hostager et al.,

2000), in order to guarantee a cell motility that

corresponds to the cell volume. FDCs are represented

by an immobile soma at one lattice point and four

(in 2 dimensions) dendritic arms of 30mm length.

It has previously been shown that the development of

dark zones requires a non-local cell–cell interaction

(Meyer-Hermann, 2002a). The signaling model intro-

duces a diffusing signal molecule, which is produced

by FDCs or T-cells and bound by centroblasts. Note that

this implies a separation of signals acting on

proliferation and differentiation of centroblasts, as has

been proposed in corresponding experiments (Han et al.,

1995b). The signal molecules diffuse on the lattice

according to a classical diffusion equation. The

diffusion is not influenced by the presence of cells at

the same lattice point. The molecules are represented in

quanta which are assumed to contain enough signal

molecules necessary to initiate the centroblast differen-

tiation process to centrocytes. Using this non-local

concept in a 2D model an intermediately appearing dark

zone occurs. The duration of the dark zone basically

depends on the amount of secreted signal molecules and

its diffusion constant. The ratio of centroblast

differentiation and proliferation rates changes the

duration of the dark zone as well. However, this ratio

has influence also on the total life time of the GC as

a whole and, therefore, is determined independently.

For more details concerning the signaling model we

refer to (Meyer-Hermann, 2002a).

The Chemotaxis Model

The description of a chemotactic response of centroblasts

or centrocytes to a corresponding signal makes necessary

a more detailed spatial prescription. The cell velocities

attained are substantially higher compared to the purely

undirected cell movement in the signaling model.

The model is based on a regular face centered cubic

lattice. The major pillar of the chemotactic model is a

consistent space description (Beyer et al., 2002). This

includes the following model properties.

. The volume occupied by the cells at one lattice point

(and for large cells as for centroblasts also on the

neighboring lattice points) is calculated explicitly

according to the actual radius of the cell.

. The cells grow according to cell-eigentime and to the

space available in the direct environment. This applies

to the growth process of recycled and non-recycled

centroblasts.

. The cells shrink according to a dynamical equation.

This applies to the differentiation process of centro-

blasts to centrocytes during which the cell volume is

reduced to approximately 1/12 of the centroblast

volume.

. Centroblast proliferate in a volume conserving way. This

implies two cells being present at one lattice point for a

certain while. The cells then tend to find free neighbor

points in order to acquire space for cell growth.

. The movement of cells is a superposition of an undirected

random movement (as in the signaling model) and a

directed movement directed by the chemotaxis field.

. The centroblast differentiation process to centrocytes

is governed by a diffusing signal molecule which is

assumed to be homogeneously distributed over

the GC volume. This differs from the signaling

model. However, diffusing signal molecules will also

be considered in the chemotaxis model (see section

“On the origin of GC dark zones”).

The source of the chemotactic field has not been

specified until now. Indeed, this has been a major

parameter of our model. We considered the FDCs or cells

in the mantle zone as source of a chemotactic signal.

We found that a superposition of FDC- and mantle

zone-derived chemotactic signals can account for sorting

of centroblasts and centrocytes. The shape of the thus

induced dark zone appeared to be unphysiological.
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For more details concerning the chemotaxis model, we

refer to Beyer et al. (2002).

Initialization of Simulations

The simulations are started with three randomly distributed

seeder B-cells and a constant FDC density that provides

enough interaction points for centrocytes. The fact that

centroblasts proliferate at least in parts outside the FDC

network turned out to be a necessary requirement for

the development of dark zones (Meyer-Hermann, 2002a).

This is ensured by a random distribution of the FDCs on

one hemisphere of the total GC volume that is achieved at

the peak of the reaction. The seeder cells are of low but

non-vanishing affinity to the antigen. They can reach the

optimal antibody-type with 5–10 mutations (Küppers

et al., 1993; Wedemayer et al., 1997). The simulations are

insensitive to a change of the time-step-width which ranges

between 0.01 and 0.1 h for the presented results. In contrast

to 2D simulations where the results depend on the used

generator of random numbers and the stability of the

results becomes small for small cell numbers (which

especially is important at the end of the reaction), the 3D

simulations produce rather stable results.

RESULTS

The presentation of the results is divided into two parts.

At first, we will compare simulations of GC reaction based

on the signaling model in two and three dimensions. Thus

having established a three-dimensional model for the GC

reaction, the simulation results will be compared to results

generated with the chemotaxis model. The main focus lies

on the analysis of necessary and sufficient conditions for

the development of dark and light zones in GC reactions.

This includes requirements for the separation of

centroblasts and centrocytes, the shape of resulting dark

zones, as well as aspects of GC volume kinetics and

affinity maturation.

A Comparison of 2D and 3D Simulations

The basic question in this section is whether the

2-dimensional (2D) simulation results presented in

Meyer-Hermann (2002a) may be considered as represen-

tative for 3-dimensional (3D) simulations. This is

necessary in order to compare the simulation results to

real GC reactions which naturally are 3D. Especially the

parameter values used in the 2D simulation are concerned.

How do they change during the transition from 2D to 3D

simulations? If the simulations in both dimensions are

consistent, the parameter values in the 3D model should

follow from the 2D model parameters in a straight forward

way. Basically, the rates for proliferation, differentiation,

etc. have to be multiplied with 3/2 in order to guarantee

comparable simulation results in 2D and 3D.

Note, that this transition rule is an inversion of the

procedure pursued in the 2D model (Meyer-Hermann,

2002a). Here, physiological constraints have been

established for the parameter values from experiment

and the values have been incorporated into the model with

an additional factor of 2/3. For example, the proliferation

rate of centroblasts is known to be 1/6 h while 1/9 h has

been used in the 2D model. In fact this procedure already

assumes a correct representation of 3D GC by the 2D

model. Therefore, the present analysis may be interpreted

as an a posteriori justification of the 2D model results.

The maximum volume of the GC reaction is chosen

such that the number of centroblasts and centrocytes

together does not exceed 13,000, which is the total cell

number expected from experiment in fully developed

GCs. The number of FDCs (now having 6 instead of 4

dendritic arms) is accordingly corrected in order to

guarantee an unchanged FDC density in the GC. This

corresponds with respect to the relative number of

interaction points for centrocytes and the density of

differentiation signal sources (compared to 2D simu-

lations). We expect that due to the larger total number of

lymphocytes, affinity maturation will be slightly opti-

mized with respect to 2D simulations. Once having higher

affinity to the antigen in average, the probability of

positive selection of centrocytes will be enhanced,

possibly implying a non-declining cell population in the

late phase of the GC reaction. This indeed is the case and

may be accounted for by a slightly higher centroblast

differentiation rate. This parameter (in relation to the

proliferation rate fixed by experiment) determines the late-

phase behavior of the GC reaction. However, to illustrate

the direct correspondence of the 2D and 3D simulations,

all rates are modified by the above mentioned factor of 3/2

resulting in the parameter values given in Table I ((s) and

(s1)). A section through the simulated GC is shown in

Fig. 2, where the section is chosen in correspondence to

the polarity defined by the FDC distribution.

The intermediately appearing dark zone is found in

complete similarity to the 2D simulation results

(see Meyer-Hermann, 2002a, Fig. 3). In an early phase,

the signal molecules act at the border of the dark zone only

and induce centroblast differentiation at the dark zone

surface pointing towards the FDC network. The

differentiation signal needs some time to penetrate the

dark zone and to dissolve it (see Fig. 3). In order to get an

intermediate dark zone, the signal production rate has to

overcome some critical value. Otherwise the whole GC

reaction is exploding because the process of proliferation

dominates the differentiation process and centroblasts

accumulate. One may speculate that a subcritical

differentiation signal production may lead to GC having

the morphology of malignant GCs (Hollowood and

Macartney, 1992; Zelenetz et al., 1992; Brauninger et al.,

1999; Küppers, 1999; Marafioti et al., 1999).

The general kinetics are found to be very similar

as well (see Fig. 4). As before, the population

grows exponentially. The growth is slowed down when
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centroblast differentiation starts and the population reaches

a maximum after about 4 days. Note that the maximum is

slightly retarded for 2D which is related to the statistical

properties of both simulations. Statistical fluctuations in 2D

simulation results are strongly reduced in 3D. This simply

goes back to the overall higher number of cells in the GC,

which differs by more than an order of magnitude.

Correspondingly, the curves exhibit higher stability and

less noise fluctuations. However, in the very beginning of

the simulation the number of seeder cells is still 3 (i.e. a

small cell number) and implies a slight dependence of the

simulation on the early (random) proliferation behavior of

centroblasts. This finds expression in a slight shift of the

lymphocyte peak number in time. The retardation is then

transported through the later phases of the GC reaction.

The still low affinity of the lymphocytes after 4 days

implies a high probability of apoptosis resulting in a nearly

exponentially declining lymphocyte population. When the

average affinity of the cells becomes higher, the reduction

of cell population becomes nearly linear (thus becomes

slower) and reaches a plateau population with comparably

small cell numbers. How this low level GC reaction can be

terminated remains a problem. Note that this problem is

even more pronounced for 3D as here the total lymphocyte

population seems to grow at the very end of the reaction.

This clearly points towards an additional mechanism that

stops the reaction (see section “Discussion”).

The affinity maturation process is compared in Fig. 5.

It seems as if the fraction of high affinity centroblasts and

centrocytes is larger in 2D compared to 3D in the final phase

of the GC reaction. However, the difference lies within

statistical fluctuations of 2D results. The number of

lymphocytes in the late phase of 2D simulations is extremely

small and therefore, statistical uncertainties become

relevant.

As in the 2D simulation, the four phases of affinity

maturation are confirmed in an even more pronounced way

in 3D: during monoclonal expansion, no high affinity cells

may appear. When somatic hypermutation is started the

fraction of high affinity cells moderately increases—what

we denote by the primary optimization phase. It follows a

phase of steep increase which is characterized by the

depletion of the dark zone containing unrecycled centro-

blasts of below average affinity to the antigen. In this sense,

the depletion of the dark zone turns out to be essential for a

successful GC reaction. During this secondary optimization

phase, a fine tuning of already positively selected,

i.e. recycled lymphocytes is put forward. Finally, the affinity

maturation process saturates on a high level. The exact level

has to stay below 1 as even optimal lymphocytes, when

recycled, continue somatic hypermutation and therefore

may also reduce their affinity to the antigen. The saturation

level is a result of a mutation flow of cells into and out of the

optimal clone.

The total (time integrated) production of plasma- and

memory cells (also shown in Fig. 5) is of higher affinity to

the antigen in 3D than in 2D. This corresponds to the

expected implications from the substantially larger pool of

mutating centroblasts. Already in an early phase the

probability of finding optimal clones is considerably

enhanced in 3D due to a larger lymphocyte diversity. As a

consequence, the output quality starts on a higher level

producing a difference which is not equilibrated during

the whole GC reaction. This shift towards higher affinities

TABLE I The model parameter values: the parameter values as used in 2D (s) and 3D (s1) simulations using the signaling model are shown in the two
left columns. The rates in 3D compare to the values in 2D simulations by an additional factor of 1.5. The right columns show the parameter values as used
to compare the 3D signaling model (s2) with the chemotaxis model (c).

Parameter 2D (s) 3D (s1) 3D (s2) 3D (c)

Shape space dimension 4 4 4 4
Width of Gaussian affinity weight function 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
Lattice constant 10mm 10mm 10mm 10.6mm
Radius of GC 220mm 160mm 160mm 172.5mm
Number of seeder cells 3 3 3 3
Diffusion constant for centroblasts 5 mm2

h
5 mm2

h
5 mm2

h
5 mm2

h
Ratio of centroblast to centrocyte radius 3 3 2.3 2.3
Diffusion constant of signal molecules 200 mm2

h
200 mm2

h
200 mm2

h
200 mm2

h
Number of FDCs 20 225 172 215
Length of FDC arms 30mm 30mm 30mm 42mm
Duration of phase of monoclonal expansion 72 h 72 h 72 h 72 h
Duration of optimization phase 48 h 48 h 48 h 48 h
Rate of proliferation (2D) 1/9 h 1/6 h 1/6 h 1/6 h
Maximal distance for CB proliferation 60mm 60mm 60mm –
Mutation probability 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Signal production rate by FDCs 9/h 15/h 27/h 13/h
Rate of centroblast differentiation 1/6 h 1/4 h 1/3 h 1/3 h
Rate of FDC-centrocyte dissociation 1/2 h 1/1.3 h 1/3 h 1/3 h
Differentiation rate of selected centrocyte 1/7 h 1/4.7 h 1/3.5 h –
Recycling probability of selected centrocyte 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Rate of centrocyte apoptosis 1/7 h 1/4.7 h 1/6 h 1/6 h
Centrocyte chemotaxis – – – 13 mm

min

Centroblast chemotaxis – – – 0:1 mm
min
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of output cells is found to be systematic throughout all

simulation runs.

On the Origin of GC Dark Zones

Previously, two possible origins of GC dark zones have

been investigated. In the framework of the signaling

model, it turned out that dark zones develop provided that

the centroblasts proliferate at least in parts beyond the

FDC network and that a (yet unknown) signal molecule is

secreted by FDCs, diffuses over the GC, is bound by

centroblasts, and initiates centroblast differentiation to

centrocytes (Meyer-Hermann, 2002a). The essential point

is the non-locality of the interaction between FDCs and

centroblasts. Local interactions could be excluded

as a relevant process driving GC zoning. From the

above analysis, we can conclude these results to remain

valid in 3D simulations.

Within the framework of the chemotaxis model

incorporating a more sophisticated volume and cell

motility concept we found that chemotaxis alone (again

providing a non-local interaction with lymphocytes) may

separate centroblasts and centrocytes from each other.

The resulting dark zones have non-physiological shapes

at least for human and mice GCs (Beyer et al., 2002).

However, such ring shaped dark zones are found in

chicken (Yasuda et al., 1998).

In the following we will combine both concepts and

focus on two basic questions: does the more detailed

volume and cell motility concept used in the chemotaxis

FIGURE 2 Sections through the signaling model GC: a section through the 2D (upper row) and 3D (lower row) simulated GC reaction is shown at days
4 and 8. Centroblasts (dark red) build a dark zone besides the FDC (yellow) network. Centrocytes (cyan, blue) are positively selected (blue) in interaction
with FDCs. They further differentiate to plasma or memory cells (green) or recycle back into a re-proliferating cell state, i.e. to recycled centroblasts
(light red). The dark zone already present at day 4 is depleted around day 9.
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model alter the results found in the signaling model?

In other words, is cell motility appropriately described in

the signaling model? And, does a differentiation signal

provide a possibility to optimize the shape of dark zones

that develop due to chemotactic signals?

To this end we introduce into the chemotaxis model

a FDC-derived differentiation signal diffusing over the

GC volume and inducing centroblast differentiation to

centrocytes. The model parameters are summarized in

Table I (c). The signaling model is modified correspond-

ingly in order to become comparable to the chemotaxis

model: the FDC network is reduced to 50% of the

maximum GC volume. The dendritic arms of the FDCs are

considered to be transparent in the sense that lymphocytes

are allowed to be at the same position on the lattice as the

dendrites. This remains forbidden for the FDC soma. Such

a modification should have an impact on the motility of the

cells as the FDC network effectively becomes less dense.

FIGURE 3 Differentiation signal concentration: the signal concentration is shown on the same section as in Fig. 2 (3D). At day 4 the differentiation
signal has still low concentration and is limited in diffusion by the signal consuming centroblasts in the dark zone. At day 8 the differentiation already
penetrates the dark zone and starts to destroy it by inducing centroblast differentiation. The signal concentration increases from blue to red.

FIGURE 4 The time course of the GC volume: in order to compare both
GC volume kinetics, each time course has been normalized to its
maximum value. The 2D simulation reaches its maximum slightly later
compared to the 3D simulation. This retardation is transported into the
later phases of the GC reaction. The cell population declines less in the
3D simulation during the final phase of the GC reaction.

FIGURE 5 Affinity maturation: the four phases of the affinity
maturation process are even more clearly seen in 3D simulations
compared to 2D. Note that the summed total production of plasma and
memory cells is of substantially higher quality in 3D than in 2D.
Statistical fluctuations seen in 2D simulations are smoothened in 3D.
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The number of FDCs is chosen such that a constant

FDC density is ensured inside the FDC network in both

models. All the modifications with respect to the 2D

signaling model are summarized in Table I (s2). Note that

besides a correction of the differentiation signal

production (due to slightly different GC volumes) the

parameters are identical in both models. We also used

the same type of seeder cells with starting affinity to the

antigen of 0.04.

At first, we checked that the chemotaxis model indeed

reproduces the results of the signaling model. These are

simulated by switching off the chemotaxis response of all

lymphocytes which should project the chemotaxis model

on the signaling model. Compared to the signaling

model, the results indeed remain unchanged concerning

the general GC volume kinetics, affinity maturation, as well

as the intermediately appearing dark zone (data not shown).

In a second step, we combined the diffusing differen-

tiation signal with a chemotactic response of centrocytes.

As already found for a homogeneously distributed

differentiation signal, a dark zone develops because all

centrocytes emerging through centroblast differentiation

within this area are driven towards the FDC network.

The dark zone appears to be sickle shaped and a gap

between the proliferating centroblasts and the FDC

network develops (see Fig. 6). This does not happen in

the signaling model because of the lack of an attractant for

centrocytes in the FDC network. Here, centrocytes find

their interaction partner by an undirected movement thus

filling the gap between proliferating dark zone and FDC

network. In fact, the main part of the affinity maturation

process is done in the borderland of dark and light zone in

the signaling model which appears more realistic.

In order to avoid the development of such a gap we let

the centroblasts weakly respond to the chemotactic signal

as well. Indeed, the gap vanishes in this scenario. Note,

that the gap may also vanish by changing the boundary

conditions or by introducing cell adhesion into the model.

Corresponding cell adhesion molecules allowing for an

interaction of lymphocytes and FDCs have indeed been

identified in experiment (see Koopman et al., 1991).

The development of the GC reaction under these

assumptions is shown in Fig. 7 and compared to the

corresponding result of the signaling model. While in the

enlarged chemotaxis model, the dark and light zone nicely

develop, the signaling model shows a well developed dark

zone only. The light zone is poorly populated at day 8 and

most centrocytes remain at the border of the FDC network.

This is a clearly unphysiological result which will be

further discussed in section “Discussion”.

The kinetics of the total GC cell population as found

in the signaling and chemotaxis model are compared in

Fig. 8. After a nearly exponential cell population growth,

it reaches a maximum after about 4 days, then rapidly

declines, reaches a more linearly decreasing phase, and

finally stabilizes on a low level. Even showing a rather

similar shape in the main part of the GC reaction, there is a

crucial difference between both models in the final phase.

While the cell population steadily declines in the

chemotaxis model, this is not the case in the signaling

model. We discussed the necessity of an additional

mechanism that stops the GC reaction in the very

late phase of the reaction (Meyer-Hermann, 2002a).

This is confirmed in this analysis for the signaling model.

It is important to realize that such an additional

mechanism is not necessary to explain the main course

FIGURE 6 A gap between dark and light zone: a GC simulation (day 8) using the chemotaxis model, with a FDC-derived chemotactic signal acting on
centrocytes, and with a centroblast differentiation signal diffusing on the GC volume. In this scenario, an unphysiological gap develops between dark and
light zones. Centroblasts (dark red), recycled centroblasts (light red), centrocytes (cyan), output cells (green), FDCs (yellow).
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of the cell population dynamics which stays in agreement

with experiment (Liu et al., 1991; Hollowood and

Macartney, 1992; Meyer-Hermann, 2002a, Fig. 12).

We had to impose different conditions on the undirected

cell motility (not on the directed movement induced by

chemotaxis). Originally, the lymphocytes were consider-

ably faster in the chemotaxis model compared to the

signaling model. We could even determine a lower limit

for the undirected cell velocity in order to achieve cell

sorting in GCs due to a chemotactic attractant (Beyer et al.,

2002). In this model, the centroblast differentiation signal

was homogeneously distributed on the total GC reaction

volume, i.e. it might be considered to diffuse considerably

faster compared to the typical time scale of the GC

reaction. Now, combining chemotaxis with a slowly

diffusing signal molecule, thus generating an inhomo-

geneous distribution of differentiation signal concen-

tration (compare Fig. 3), the (undirected) cell motility has

to be reduced down to the level of typical cell velocities

as used in the signaling model. For larger cell velocities,

the dark zone becomes ring shaped as it does for

a homogeneously distributed differentiation signal

FIGURE 7 Comparing sections through GCs in the signaling and the chemotaxis model: a GC simulation (day 4 and 8, upper row) using the
chemotaxis model, with a FDC-derived chemotactic signal acting on centrocytes (blue) and weakly on centroblasts (dark red), and with a centroblast
differentiation signal diffusing on the GC volume (upper row). The unphysiological gap (see Fig. 6) has vanished. These sections compare to the ones
generated with the signaling model (lower row) based on the same parameter set (see Table I, (s2)). Recycled centroblasts (light red) are found in the light
zone; plasma- and memory cells (green); FDCs (yellow).
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(see Beyer et al., 2002, Fig. 2,6). This implies that the ring

shape of the dark zone found in the chemotaxis model is

related to high cell velocities compared to the signaling

model. The shape of the dark zones generated in the

chemotaxis model is optimized with respect to physio-

logical shapes by reducing typical cell velocities and by

using diffusive differentiation signals.

Finally, we compare the affinity maturation process in

both models in Fig. 9. The time course of lymphocyte

affinity to the antigen is very similar in both models.

The already discussed four phases of the affinity maturation

process are clearly seen. However, there is a large

difference for the total (time integrated) output affinity,

which is substantially higher in the signaling model. The

higher output quality mirrors the slightly higher fraction of

high affinity cells between days 5–8, i.e. immediately after

the onset of output production. At this time point the total

number of cells is large, and therefore, slight differences in

average affinity have a huge impact on the time integrated

output quality. This interpretation in confirmed by the fact

that after the initial peak, the output quality develops

similarly in both models, i.e. the curves are basically

parallel to each other in Fig. 9. The initial head start of the

signaling model is transported up to the end of the reaction.

DISCUSSION

We introduced a 3 dimensional generalization of a

previously introduced 2 dimensional model for the GC

reaction. The results found in 2D before are basically

confirmed in 3D simulations when the parameter values

are adopted in a straight forward procedure:

. An inhomogeneous FDC network and a non-local

interaction between FDCs and centroblasts (realized by

a centroblast differentiation signal) are a sufficient

condition for the development of dark zones. Such dark

zones appear intermediately and vanish around day 9 of

the GC reaction.

. The cell population kinetics are very similar in the

main part of the GC reaction. However, the already

suspected problem of a signal that stops the reaction

reappeared in a more important manner in 3D

simulations.

. Affinity maturation shows the same four phases as

in 2D: monoclonal expansion, primary optimization

(with somatic hypermutation), fine tuning of recycled

lymphocytes and depletion of the dark zone, and finally

a saturation in affinity. Affinity maturation works better

in 3D as the diversity of lymphocytes is enhanced in 3D

due to higher cell numbers. Therefore, optimal clones

are found earlier in the course of the GC reaction and

the total output quality is higher.

The satisfying correspondence of the 2D and 3D version

of the signaling model a posteriori justifies the

interpretation of the 2D results (Meyer-Hermann, 2002a).

The now tested 3D signaling model has been

compared to the results of the 3D chemotaxis model.

The analysis showed that the self-consistent volume

concept used in the chemotaxis model is not primarily

important when considering slowly moving lympho-

cytes in the framework of the signaling model. The

restriction on a more naive motility concept does not

affect the results.

It has previously been found that an FDC-derived

chemotactic signal acting on centrocytes is able to

FIGURE 8 Comparing the time course of the GC volume: both time
course has been normalized to its maximum value. The cell population
kinetics is found to be similar in the signaling (full line) and the
chemotaxis model (dotted line). Note the end phase of the GC reaction
which seems not to stop in simulations with the signaling model.

FIGURE 9 Comparing affinity maturation: the fraction of high affinity
cells (affinity is larger than 0.30) is very similar for lymphocytes in
simulations generated with the signaling and chemotaxis model,
respectively. However, the (time integrated) total number of produced
plasma- and memory cells differs considerably.
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separate centroblasts and centrocytes, thus generating a

dark and a light zone. However, the shape of the dark zone

becomes ring or sickle shaped–in contradiction to

experiment. In this investigation, the differentiation signal

was homogeneously distributed on the GC volume. Here,

we combined the chemotaxis model with a diffusing

differentiation signal as used in the signaling model.

In addition, we assumed centroblasts to respond to the

chemotactic signal as well but about 2 orders of magnitude

weaker. This avoids an unphysiological gap between dark

and light zone. The interesting result is that in order to get

a reasonable shape of the dark zone, the undirected

(random) cell velocity has to be reduced to values that are

comparable to the ones that have been used in the

signaling model before.

This implies two possible scenarios concerning typical

cell velocities in GC reactions:

1. If lymphocytes are slowly moving in GCs (with about

1mm/h) the concept of a slowly diffusing signal

becomes rather attractive. Chemotaxis may be existent

in this case but primarily has the role to cluster the

lymphocytes in the GC.

2. If lymphocytes are rapidly moving in GCs (with about

100mm/h), the signaling model is ruled out as

mechanism for GC zoning. This does not necessarily

imply that chemotaxis is the major player. We recall,

that the shape of dark zones induced by chemotaxis

alone is unphysiological—a fact being related to high

cell velocities. There has to exist another supplemen-

tary process which generates the correct shape.

Thus, typical cell velocities if measured would

distinguish which of these scenarios is realized in nature.

The fact that the light zone is poorly populated in the

signaling model (see Fig. 7) is, in part, an artefact of the

model principles. The simplified volume concept implies

that in a centrocyte dominated area, the space is basically

empty for the diameter of centrocytes is considerably

smaller compared to the lattice constant. However, the

problem goes beyond this explanation and a careful

analysis reveals to conflicting tendencies. In order to

ensure a declining cell population in the late phase of the

GC reaction, the centroblast differentiation rate has to be

large enough (Meyer-Hermann et al., 2001). A large

differentiation rate reduces the chance of positively

selected centrocytes (typically staying in the light zone)

to re-proliferate after recycling. It is exactly this process

that ensures a dense population in the light zone. Indeed,

smaller differentiation rates repopulate the light zone but

let the GC cell population explode in the late phase.

Consequently, again we are led to two alternative

pathways:

1. There exists an additional mechanism stopping the GC

reaction. Such a mechanism appeared to be necessary

already before (see Figs. 4 and 8 as well as Meyer-

Hermann (2002a)). In this case the centroblast

differentiation rate could be smaller during the highly

populated phase of the GC reaction and the light zone

would become densely populated.

2. The centrocytes are driven towards the FDC network

by a chemotactic signal. This exactly corresponds to

the enlarged version of the chemotaxis model

(combined with a diffusing differentiation signal)

which has been presented here (see Fig. 7).

From two different angles we are led to the conclusion

that neither diffusing differentiation signals nor chemotaxis

alone can account for both a physiologically shaped dark

zone and correct cell population dynamics. Chemotaxis

fails to explain the dark zone shape, the diffusing

differentiation signal runs into problems with cell

population kinetics. Assuming a mechanism to stop the

GC reaction in the signaling model may save this concept.

Such a mechanism is not difficult to imagine. This could

be achieved by a time dependent proliferation rate

(Hollowood and Goodlad, 1998), or a recycling probability

that is reduced in dependence of the average affinity to

the antigen. However, a combination of chemotaxis and

a diffusing differentiation signal leads to very reasonable

results concerning not only the shape of the dark zone

(see Fig. 7) but also the GC cell population kinetics

(see Fig. 8) and may be favored. This conclusion will have

to be revisited when analyzing a possible role of cell

adhesion—a process which has been shown before to

induce cell sorting.
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